
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To the judges: 

 

This is how Mary McNamara pithily began her review of a television romance: “An epic 

love story, like a good horror movie, relies more on possibility than actuality.” 

 

This is a writer with a consistently fresh perspective in an area in which too many are 

content to put their thumbs down or up. 

 

Who else last year wrote a considered column about Steven Colbert‟s faith, and explained 

with passion the importance of liberal Christianity‟s being represented in the mass 

media? 

 

McNamara‟s voice is instantly recognized by Times readers. Simultaneously chatty and 

thought provoking, she writes frankly from the point of view of an educated, liberated but 

hardly doctrinaire woman. (“Honestly,” she wondered about an inferior docu-drama, “do 

we always have to go blond hottie behind smarty-pants glasses for roles like these?”) 

 

Knowingly she homed in on what made the show “Girls” unusual: “She is a coveted 

creature, the girl on the edge of womanhood, almost as rare as a unicorn and just as 

difficult to capture on film. Too often infantilized or eroticized, women in their early 20s 

make people nervous, which is why most shows about these topics skew either nostalgic 

or older.” 

 

McNamara is especially shrewd about storytelling and the art of narrative; this may well 

be her calling card. This is someone who‟s seen a lot of TV and swims in popular culture, 

easily making allusions and references to other shows. 

 

“Indeed, „The Newsroom‟ is, essentially, „The West Wing‟ by way of „Broadcast  

News,‟ ” she declared, proceeding to describe very clearly why its narrative framework is 

anti-dramatic and a dud. In panning a cable docu-drama, she made a light reference to the 

Idiot‟s Guide to Stock Characters. 

 

In diagramming why “Girls” failed to be especially moving, she wrote 

memorably: “There is a cool cleverness to the show that is both attractive and off-putting; 

the characters are flawed and hyper-aware of their flaws, the stories so bent on covering 

every angle of self-examination that there is no real role for the viewer to play.” 

  

Writing acerbically about the much-lauded “Downton Abbey,” McNamara wondered 

whether American audiences were missing the significant subtext of the charming show: 

“Eulogies for a more stately past are invariably expressed by members of the ruling class, 

while behind them the teeming multitudes empty the chamber pots, chew on gristle and 

die in childbirth. But not at Downton. Oh, good gracious, no.” 

 



Mary McNamara puts her brains, her heart and her soul into this work. 

 

Please read her remarkable first-person piece on being a fat girl (with its memorable lede, 

“I was a pioneer of childhood obesity”). Here McNamara went extra miles, describing 

her own tortured youth in stunning terms. She looked at how TV portrays overweight 

kids and then offered a personal perspective on popular health bromides of the day. 

 

An unforgettable piece from a critic of fervent originality. 

 

We are proud to nominate her for the Pulitzer Prize in Criticism. 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

       

                                                                     
Davan Maharaj 

Editor 

 


